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no jailbreaking, no root, no data wipe, no problems. the newest version of
elcomsoft ios forensic toolkit implements latest apple a7 soc security/bug
software design. no partial or unnecessary data is extracted. elcomsoft ios
forensic toolkit can be used to extract the data, such as browser cookies, chats,
emails, contacts, geolocation information, sms messages, system logs,
passwords, social network, pictures, videos, etc. includes the ability to extract
the image and various scans/extractions. in addition, the toolkit is 100% free of
any non-voluntary user interface, no spyware or toad, no data wipe, no problems.
it can be used on apple, android, windows, and almost all other os devices. what
makes elcomsoft ios forensic toolkit stand out from other forensics tools? first,
the toolkit is able to extract data from apple devices, including iphone, ipad, ipod
touch, and mac os x (os x) devices. other forensics tools like iexplorer, spector
pro, mobilepwn and readdle isqlite only extract data from android devices. first,
it decrypts the keychain and the sms messages. and it can extract data from
files, applications, contacts, mail, calendar, images, videos, sounds, and text. the
toolkit saves the data, including the image and various scans/extractions as well
as the ability to save it in a csv, xml, html or json format. in addition, the toolkit
is 100% free of any non-voluntary user interface, no spyware or toad, no data
wipe, no problems. build high-performance clusters for breaking passwords
faster. elcomsoft distributed password recovery offers zero-overhead scalability
and supports gpu acceleration for faster recovery. serving forensic experts and
government agencies, data recovery services and corporations, elcomsoft
distributed password recovery is here to break the most complex passwords and
strong encryption keys within realistic timeframes. mac and android, thunderbird
accounts and mail data you need
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we at elcomsoft ios forensic toolkit
will continue to support the older
version of the toolkit for a while. the
reason is simple: the toolkit gives
ios users the ability to understand
why they need the latest version,
and we also want them to learn how
to solve their problems themselves.
unfortunately, many people do not
look for the security updates, so we
are forced to provide those people
with the older version of the toolkit.
no one would suspect that a phone
acquired in a car theft was still
working without a sim card.
unfortunately, even if you remove
the sim card and put it in another
phone, and scan the phone, it does
not matter. the phone will not boot
with the sim card. plus, the pairing
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record is locked. forgot to say, if the
attacker has access to the sim,
he/she can also remove the phone
from his / her list, and then the
phone will no longer be attacked,
even though it is locked. this might
happen in a weird incident, and the
victim no longer has to worry that
the phone was stolen. in such a
case, the attacker can just make
another sim from the attacker's
device and use it. that's one of the
reasons why sim cards are so hard
to crack. we cannot say that no one
knows these tricks. when all is said
and done, its not fair to criticize any
other developer for not doing
his/her own research. after all, this
is a tool that you have paid for. in
the end, the macos version for
elcomsoft ios forensic toolkit v6.1.3
has a lot of limited features
compared to macos. elcomsoft's
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macos version is better compared
to elcomsoft ios forensic toolkit
v6.0.2. 5ec8ef588b
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